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DISCLAIMER
Though we have made forward looking statements in our whitepaper, all statements in
our white paper are based on publicly mentioned historical data. We are making no
futuristic statements as nothing in this white paper is meant to convene an offer any
securities or any investments.

CGB IS A TOKEN NOT SECURITY
This White paper contains forward-looking statements that involve substantial risks
and uncertainties. All statements, other than statements of historical facts, included in
this White paper regarding our strategy, future operations, regulatory process, future
financial position, future revenue, projected costs, prospects, plans, strategic
relationships, joint venture relationships, objectives of management and expected
market growth are forward- looking statements.

NO GUARANTEES OF VALUE
The acquiring of CGB Tokens guarantees no profits or losses. We have diligently
followed a sensible approach to our smart contract deployment with a strategy.
However, we hold no guarantees of the future outcomes of our Smart Token.

ASSOCIATED RISKS
The acquiring of CGB Token may carry the usual levels of risks. You should carefully
consider the risks prior to making any purchase decisions. The CGBs White paper has
commented on historical cryptographic market information but with no relativity of
future market of The CGB Token. The risk factors in the crypto industry are variable
and The CGB Token White paper makes no guarantees of success or failure
whatsoever. We are entering markets with competition. Hence, we make no
guarantees of market share, value or profit abilities.

CGB TOKENS ARE NOT AN INVESTMENT
Although we have deployed the CGB Token with a positively reasonable conditionality
and with efficacy of relative events, the CGB Tokens are not meant to be investments.
With this white paper we undertake no obligations and responsibilities towards the up
and down trends of the Smart-chain. Future events and applicable laws may lead to
change in our expectations, views and plans also.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
CGB, a Fintech company, is an extremely professional and results-driven organisation
that is striving to create a new digital era and helping the community financially with
its 'CGB' coin. For the past few decades, people were habitual of utilizing fiat currencies
as their main means of transaction. Moreover, state Governments are in charge of
determining fiat currency's value. Apart from that, Governments also impose a series
of restrictions to regulate the money.
To overcome the problem, CGB has emerged with an innovative idea of launching a
competent ICO platform with CGB coin. CGB is a decentralized digital coin meaning
that it is completely safe and secure from any third-party attack or intervention. It is
launched to empower people for global trade with paramount confidence and no
forebodings. Our platform and coins will put forward enormous opportunities for
youth, entrepreneurs, and businesses to encourage trading across the globe with the
digital coin that will result in commissioning a new digital era & economy.
Our organisation works with the core values of rock-solid experience and in-depth
knowledge in the field to provide clients with cutting-edge services & solutions.
Incorporating Blockchain Technology and Binance Smart Chain, CGB is striving to
rectify the lack of financing to improve global trading with CGB coin that will ultimately
lead to healthify the current global economy. We endeavour to be an all-inclusive
solution for traders, common people, small to medium entrepreneurs, and potential
investors from different parts of the globe.
Not limiting to this, we are always in the race to bettering ourselves with our platform
and its services. Our dedicated experts thoroughly analyse, brainstorm, ideate, and
execute ground-breaking concepts for their clients for an increased trust, credibility,
and business enhancement to hit better success ratios.
We at CGB as an outstanding & exceptional Fintech start-up company that strives to
help the community financially with CGB digital coin CGB. Our coin is a digital coin that
blends some great features like decentralized, safe, and secure. Our aim is to empower
youth, entrepreneurs, and businesses to contribute to a healthy new digital economy.
Our coin is based on blockchain technology meaning that it is completely free from any
kind of opaqueness and midway intermediaries. Since there will be no third-party
involvement so you don’t have to stress on any kind of data leak or hacking.
Our CGB coin’s utility lies in various platforms such as crypto exchange, crypto bank,
CGB blockchain, gaming platform, Blockchain based online Shopping Platform (ecommerce Platform) Platform and NFT marketplace that will be very soon launched by
CGB. CGB endeavours to be your one-stop solution for common people, traders, small
to medium entrepreneurs, and investors across the globe.
This goes without saying that all business transactions are dependent upon some value.
For thousands of years, the equal amount of value transfer has been part of our glorious
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history. It is referred to as ‘Money’ now and no one is sure about who invented it.
However, historians trace back the use of metal coins to 5,000 B.C. Around 7,000 B.C
Lydians became the first western culture to make coins. Coins with fixed values were
easy to compare and feasible to trade goods & services. Before the coinage, the barter
system was the only way for goods and services to be exchanged.
Talking about paper bills, they were first utilized by the Chinese who began carrying
folded money during the Tang Dynasty(A.D 618-907) primarily in the form of privately
issued bills of credit or exchange notes. They utilized it for more than 500 years before
this practice went shooting in Europe in the 17th century. If we talk about the 21st
century, you have the comfort of having everything online. To accomplish a smooth
transfer of money between parties, there is a rise in currency mobile payments and
virtual currency. However, there are still many problems that exist with these advanced
methods such as taxes, opaqueness, and higher transaction fees.
To overcome the problem, CGB has put forward the solution of bringing up a ‘CGB’
coin. It comes with a certainty of lower transaction fees in comparison to any other
traditional method. Moreover, it is decentralized; no interference from any third party,
making it highly susceptible for general public empowerment for global trade with
confidence and no apprehensions.

“The future of money is digital currency.” — Bill Gates, co-founder of
Microsoft, investor, and philanthropist

“It’s money 2.0, a huge, huge, huge deal.”

— Chamath Palihapitiya,
venture capitalist, CEO of Social Capital, and former head of AOL instant
messenger

“There are 3 eras of currency: Commodity based, politically
based, and now, math based.” — Chris Dixon, Co-founder of Hunch now
owned by eBay, Co-founder of Site Advisor now owned by McAfee

“I think the Internet is going to be one of the major forces for
reducing the role of government. The one thing that’s missing,
but that will soon be developed, is a reliable e-cash.” – Milton
Friedman, Winner of Nobel Prize in Economics

COVID-19, Pandemic has caused problems and downfall in global
economy. COVID-19 has spread with alarming speed, infecting millions and bringing
economic activity to a near-standstill as countries imposed tight restrictions on
movement to halt the spread of the virus. As the health and human toll grows, the
economic damage is already evident and represents the largest economic shock the
world has experienced in decades. The baseline forecast envisions a 5.2 percent
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contraction in global GDP in 2020, using market exchange rate weights—the deepest
global recession in decades, despite the extraordinary efforts of governments to
counter the downturn with fiscal and monetary policy support.
Estimates on the effects of COVID-19 on the world economy include
A fall in global GDP of up to 4% below baseline ( World Bank April 2020)
A fall in UK GDP of 14% (According to Bank of England)
A fall in US GDP of 10% (Goldman Sachs)

CGB has come up with an innovative fintech idea in the COVID-19,
Pandemic situation. CGB will create a numerous opportunities for youth, entrepreneur
and businesses to trade globally with digital currency that contributes to healthy global
economy in the new digital economy. Businessmen are looking for secure and
comfortable place to trade and to do business. So, we have come up with solution.
We are coming up with potential CGB platform with CGB Coin, a today’s generation
digital coin that will be available for people from all around the globe to be bought in
their own currency, so that they can use this coin to trade in the internationally.
Meaning there by is that CGB has come up with a digital currency in the form of CGB
Coin that can be used by the people from all around the globe to trade internationally
which is not possible in their local fiat currency.

The CGB coin’s utility lies in various platforms such as Crypto Exchange, Crypto Bank,
CGB blockchain, Gaming Platform, and NFT Marketplace that will be very soon
launched by CGB. CGB endeavours to be your one-stop solution for common people,
traders, small to medium entrepreneurs, and investors across the globe.
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CGB : The Future Asset?
“Imagine if it took 3.8 seconds to settle a digital transaction.”
With further capitalization of the Binance Smart chain, the need for smart contracts
and smart tokens has arisen for multiple service sectors The CGB is being launched to
align itself with the growing market of users of the Digital Coins and Tokens CGB will
target the hospitality, travel and tourism industry, Pay bills, use as a payment gateway
to make smart contracts and smart agreements running on multiple blockchain
ecosystem. So, what are smart tokens? Smart tokens are based on the revolutionary
smart chain that enable to settle contracts and send payments over the internet with
fixed rules and without a third party Smart chain based Smart tokens are issued to users
to help facilitate transactions against services products
The CGB will be built on the Binance Smart chain Like the Binance and Bitcoin, CGB
token also aims to facilitate services between people and establishments without the
presence of any intermediary, and in an extremely cost effective manner. If you still
don't understand what smart tokens are? Don’t worry No one understood the internet
when it was launched in the 90s a Lot of innovation around internet happened before
people started to actually understand what it was Look where we are now The same
type of innovation is happening again with the crypto currencies.
Internet changed the ways of communications .“The digital currency is going to change
the ways of the money.”’

CGB Mission Statement
As we progress our mission, the CGB Token will gain wider and wider attention to
become one of the most valuable tokens in the crypto eco system Our channel partners
in the Travel and Tourism sector will be at the forefront of our smart token business
model Additionally, the good news is that we are launching on the Binance Smart chain
The Binance Smart Chain by default optimized for ultra-fast internet movement It’s
also our mission to become a widely used smart token on the Binance Ecosystem and
other blockchain platforms, DApps etc.

CGB Vision Statement
“Our vision is to establish CGB as the go to currency of the existing users of the
current financial system to convert them to blockchain based digital financial smart
solutions.” Blockchain based crypto currency and smart tokens are the most evolving
technology in the planet It is so interesting that its phenomenon is picking up extremely
loyal users as friends all around the world on a daily basis Remember, people will not
use CGB tokens because they work on the smart chain solutions Rather people will use
the CGB tokens because the use of smart chain based smart tokens will provide value
to all users with services and products and help everyone around the world.
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CGB Top 5 Goals
So, while we are seeking capital recognition of our brilliant smart token here are our
goals:
To saturate our 99 Million limited supply to achieve scarcity and increase
demand
Extend global reach
Connect with a diverse range of channel partners
Steady ROI to stakeholders
Share prosperity and help flourish the Crypto Community

Why would people use CGB tokens?
Because like everything else, even assets are becoming smarter. To give you an
example think of assets in the form of art, music, intellectual property, loyalty points,
carbon credits, coupons etc. Most of these are already digitalized but with a centralized
mechanism and without blockchain. Imagine if all of the above functioned as digital
assets but in decentralized blockchain platform. Similarly, when we look into the future
of smart devices, global data states:

“the number of smart devices will exceed the number of human
beings in the very near future. Perhaps as early as 4 or 5 years.
Creation of digital currency network is inevitable.”
But the real reason why CGB Tokens will sell like hot cakes is simply because everyone
wants to save money. With our smart token, higher transaction fee will be absolutely
minimal and a thing of the past.
Another example which you will probably relate to is, what name comes to mind when
you think of smart phones Apple! That’s right! But Apple was not the company that
invented smart phones. In fact, smart phones were pretty much into play 10 years
before the launch of the First Apple Phone. Compaq, the Palm Pilot and even Nokia
toyed with the idea of smart devices much earlier than anyone else.
And now most of us carry an iPhone 12 in our pocket with pride Because we depend
on it. Such is the power of the Smart Phone and the same will be the power of the
smart currencies capitalizing these smart devices.

CGB is “SAFE”
By buying in CGB Tokens, you not only get a smart digital currency but you have also
unintentionally or intentionally become a part of something great. That something
great is the new economic boom of the digital smart token network on the blockchain
ecosystem, interacting with various business, commerce and finance globally.
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Unlike most physical currencies, the digital currency is issued according to fixed rules.
The real idea behind CGB was to create a digital currency whose value couldn't be
monopolized or controlled by any central authority. How great is that! The sooner this
rationalization hits the public, the quicker they will draw to use the CGB Tokens against
various network of services. And as they continue to use our smart tokens, they will
reap direct benefits without sharing with any intermediaries. And this is the real value
of the CGB.

What value does CGB hold?
So, what really makes the CGB token attractive to its users? Well, firstly being on
blockchain, it is not linked to any central authority, thus driving cost effectiveness.
Secondly, it’s on the successful Binance Smart Chain, effectively adding value to
millions of Binance Exchange users.
Thirdly it’s on the DeFi platform and lastly the CGB token is a digitally signed stamped
Smart Token. It is following a multi prong launch broadcast strategy to be put out in
the world with lots of noise.

Top 5 reasons to own CGB
You just invested in something great.
You will get the digital currency in return.
You got the first movers’ advantage you are way ahead of anyone.
Our smart tokens will be redeemable with incentives. Additionally, you will save
money on transaction fees.
Last but not the least, you became a part of the digital economic boom.

Blockchain
Blockchain is a system of recording information in a way that makes it difficult or
impossible to change, hack, or cheat the system. A blockchain is essentially a digital
ledger of transactions that is duplicated and distributed across the entire network of
computer systems on the blockchain.
Blockchain makes this possible by providing a reliable, open and programmable
accounting system. It is a shared peer-to-peer distributed ledger (distributed database).
It is a peer-to-peer transaction management system without an intermediary. The
transactions are verified by a network of nodes and recorded in a public distributed
ledger called blockchain.
Solutions using blockchain can be built to maintain a continuously growing list of
Digital Asset graphically secured data records protected against alteration and
modification. It sets up trust, accountability and transparency while streamlining
business processes.
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Blockchain can help reduce expense and unpredictability of working edge devices or
connecting servers. Blockchain distributed ledger simplifies the development of costeffective business systems where anything can be tracked and exchanged, without
requiring an essential central control.

Using blockchain removes the characteristic of infinite reproducibility from a digital
asset. It confirms that each unit of value was transferred only once, solving the longstanding problem of double spending.
Blockchains have been described as a value-exchange protocol. This blockchain-based
exchange of value can be completed more quickly, more safely and more cheaply than
with traditional systems. A blockchain can assign title rights because it provides a
record that compels offer and acceptance.
The objective in the long term is to achieve Decentralized Autonomous Corporates
(DAC) which are open, self-organized collectives coordinated by economic incentives
and self-executing code, cooperating around shared goals.
Powered by the network effect, DACs provide an economic model and incentive for
the production of open, shareable resources. With the creation of more open
resources, the DAC will be able to scale indefinitely while keeping its agility and
coherence, and in many cases outcompete existing corporate structures.
DACs have attracted top talents in the blockchain space, holding promise for more
efficient and resilient organizations.

Introduction to Binance Chain:
You might have probably heard of Binance Chain, the home of the BNB currency. It’s
optimized for ultra-fast trading. To achieve this, it had to make certain trade-offs – one
being that it wasn’t as flexible from a programmability standpoint as other blockchains.
Well, Binance Smart Chain is here to change that, a new blockchain with a full-fledged
environment for developing high-performance decentralized applications. It was built
for cross-chain compatibility with Binance Chain to ensure that users get the best of
both worlds.
Binance Chain was launched by Binance in April 2019. Its primary focus is to facilitate
fast, decentralized (or non-custodial) trading. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the biggest
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decentralized application (or DApp) on it is Binance DEX, one of the friendliest
decentralized exchanges out there.
Due to limitations inherent to blockchain systems, however, the chain doesn’t have
much flexibility – smart contracts in a system optimized for fast trading could
significantly congest the network. Remember CryptoKitties? At the height of its
popularity, it brought the Ethereum blockchain to a standstill.
Scalability remains one of the most challenging hurdles to blockchain development. And
that’s where Binance Smart Chain comes in.

What is Binance Smart Chain?
Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is best described as a blockchain that runs in parallel to the
Binance Chain. Unlike Binance Chain, BSC boasts smart contract functionality and
compatibility with the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). The design goal here was to
leave the high throughput of Binance Chain intact while introducing smart contracts
into its ecosystem.

In essence, both blockchains operate side-by-side. It’s worth noting that BSC isn’t a socalled layer two or off-chain scalability solution. It’s an independent blockchain that
could run even if Binance Chain went offline. That said, both chains bear a strong
resemblance from a design standpoint.

Advantages of using Binance Smart Chain Token Development
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There is no second thought about Binance Smart Chain emerging as a leading
blockchain network. It is the scalability to accommodate for users and the
interoperability to communicate with each other. The main objective is to introduce
Binance Smart Chain, a parallel chain to the existing Binance Chain was to make the
entire ecosystem capable of handling a large number of transactions, deliver
programmability, and smart contracts to users who want to launch a coin on BSC. And
that’s just one of many reasons that helped BSC emerge as a leading player.
In August 2020, Binance conducted a “Stake Wars promo” which highlighted the
potential of the Binance Smart Chain for DeFi. Here are the several benefits that
Binance Smart Chain provides to DeFi protocols and BEP20 token on BSC. Here are
several benefits that Binance Smart Chain provides to DeFi protocol and BEP20 token
on BSC.
BSC is EVM Compatible
BSC is fully EVM compatible. It supports one of the most popular DeFi wallets –
Metamask. Moreover, it has pre-integrated price oracles (e.g. ChainLink) which are very
important for dApps of different types. With this kind of compatibility, it has become
very easy for dAPPs owners to switch from Ethereum to Binance Smart Chain.
Ecosystem is Exploding
At the time of writing this whitepaper, Binance DEX has listed over 110 BEP-2 assets
and 139 trading pairs. In addition to that, Binance Chain has pegged major
cryptocurrency like Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin, Tron, EOS and more. This simplifies
interoperability in the DeFi ecosystem.
Low Transaction Fees
When DeFi coins soared in 2021, Ethereum transaction fees hit record hights. This
became a bottleneck for DeFi growth and discouraged mass participation. In
comparison to Ethereum , gas fees on Binance Smart Chain (BSC) are 20 times lower.
As a result, it drastically changed the game for DeFi protocols who are looking to launch
the coin on BSC. That’s because DeFi developers can now focus on innovation rather
than worrying about the high transaction fees. Similarly, user participation also receives
encouragement.
Performance suitable for mass adoption
Binance Smart Chain or BSC utilizes Proof of Staked Authority(PoSA) consensus. The
algorithm uses 21 validators and is capable of producing a new block every 3 seconds.
This provides DeFi app developers with a high-speed infrastructure required to
compete against traditional software-based lending or borrowing apps.

Borderless DeFi
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Borderless DeFi means, when a BEP20 token on BSC is launched, the users must be
able to move it across different chains. Interestingly, cross-chain infrastructure has
been built on top of the Binanace Smart Chain. The chain is inherently compatible, the
BPE2 and BEP20 Tokens can easily be moved around. In addition, to this Binance Chain
introduced the BEP3 token standard. To create our token on the Binance Smart Chain
that is compatible with EVM compatible blockchains like Ethereum, we can leverage
the BEP3 token standard.

CGB Digital Asset Exchange
CGB Digital Asset Exchange is a next generation Digital Asset exchange with a
foundation of security and performance. CGB Digital Asset Exchange enables both the
beginners and advanced traders to exchange Digital Asset assets instantly with
maximum safety. The platform has been developed with the best practices of UX in
both desktop and mobile, which provides practical, experiential, effective, and
meaningful ways to trade. CGB Digital Asset Exchange also features unmatched
24/7/365 customer support that enables a hassle-free experience for trading
communities worldwide.
CGB Digital Asset Exchange has an ambitious team behind it — a team that includes
leaders and senior developers with a wide variety of experience - from working in
a $100 million valued AI cybersecurity start up that deploys solutions, top security
experts from the biggest Nordic banks, as well as leaders from a global money
transfer Fintech. These leaders and developers have teamed up and combined their
knowledge and expertise to develop and deploy a platform that can finally deliver
a secure, fast, and easy to use Digital Asset exchange platform.
At the time of writing, the Digital Asset Market Cap hit $661.2 billion while the
daily trading volume of all Digital Asset currencies exceeded $74.3 billion. There
are currently more than 2000 Digital Asset currencies including almost 900 with
capitalizations over $1 million.
While the numbers are impressive, they overshadow the extensive problems of
security, trust, and transparency in current exchanges. CGB Digital Asset Exchange
aims to overcome these problems.

CGB Digital Asset Exchange focuses on 4 main pillars
Security
In May 2019, Binance lost 7000 BTC due to a hack; prior to this, $356 million in Digital
Asset was stolen only in the Q1 2019. The sums should be added to other $8 billion
reported, and this number does not include unreported thefts that may be occurring
daily. CGB Digital Asset Exchange will provide a custodian layer of multiple regulated
entities running a military grade hardware and banking grade software multi-sig
solution with limited transfer capabilities to prevent any attacks and protect traders.
CGB COIN WHITE PAPER 15

With security as a core value of the platform, clients can be confident that their assets
are secure.

Transparency
As a fully regulated exchange with industry-leading Compliance. CGB Digital Asset
Exchange will screen all altcoins in order to avoid any scam-related activities. As a
company, CGB Digital Asset Exchange will set a new high standard for transparency
driven results and will also empower trustworthy global investment plan through their
own token sale platform. We will also build internal blockchain-based information
storage that will allow CGB Digital Asset Exchange to easily provide information to
regulators if needed.

Performance
CGB Digital Asset Exchange will deliver the world’s fastest trading algorithms and
scalability for the platform and its customers with 24/7/365 live support. At CGB
Digital Asset Exchange , each symbol’s order book can process the maximum capacity
of the platform. So, if there is a spike in order operations, the CGB Digital Asset
Exchange platform can handle it with no issues. And even in cases of higher customer
activity, the platform will ensure a fair trading strategy.

Innovation
In creating a culture of innovation, CGB Digital Asset Exchange aims to produce the
world’s fastest matching engine as well as an AI-driven compliance solution and will
feature a blockchain-based immutable storage solution. Traders will also be able to use
CGB Digital Asset Exchange time machine to trade and experiment with past values
of Digital Asset and fiat assets to improve their trading skills with special sandboxed
environments. In addition, news flash will automatically provide the most relevant
news to keep traders updated.

Problems With Digital Asset Exchanges
With the rising awareness of the Digital Asset currencies among the general
population, Digital Asset trading moved from the dedicated Digital Asset forums and
personal messaging to the first iteration of the Digital Asset exchanges back in the
early 2000s. Most of the TOP 50 Digital Asset exchanges today already count a few
years of the operations and did a great job in raising the general interest in Digital
Asset currency and providing liquidity options for those looking to purchase some.
However, these exchanges were created by the people of questionable reputation who
have no experience in cybersecurity nor the financial products. This opportunistic
approach allowed them to bank on the short-term intensive growth of the interest in
Digital Asset trading, however, created a long-tail of problems that we’re looking to
solve.
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Hackers
From phishing campaigns to sophisticated targeted malware, hackers are constantly
evolving their techniques in an attempt to gain financial assets or steal confidential
information. This has led to customer data being left vulnerable and exposed, and
billions of dollars stolen.
When Bitcoin arrived, the decentralized nature of the currency was praised. While
eliminating the middle-man, Digital Asset currencies also introduced a big risk to the
owner. Suddenly it’s not the bank who is responsible for the security of valuable assets
– it’s the owner. This led to poorly implemented wallet security measures, lost coins,
and Digital Asset currency exchange hacks.
There is a number of exchanges that went down due to being hacked. Some of them
have had funds stolen; others have had customer data compromised. This is the result
of trading platforms being under constant attack from various hacker groups. At this
moment, there has been reported $8 billion worth of stolen Digital Asset currency,
and it can be assumed that this number does not include unreported thefts that may
be occurring daily.
Research shows that the main causes of hacking are either poorly implemented
security measures or insider threats.
Our experience running security teams in multi-million dollar start-ups and
international banks gives us knowledge and best practices to mitigate those risks with
confidence. At CGB Digital Asset Exchange security is our #1 priority. We will
implement the best multi-layered security measures which will constantly be tested
through internal and third-party security audits and full-fledged penetration tests.

Lack of transparency
The Digital Asset currency market is still young, and regulations change constantly. It
is a known problem that exchanges manipulate Digital Asset currency prices. The main
techniques are Wash Trading, Pump and Dump schemes, Dark Pool Trading, Shilling,
and Whale Trades. Some of which are organized by exchanges themselves to generate
extra volume or manipulate the price for their own benefit.
CGB Digital Asset Exchange will implement security measures using machine learning
pattern recognition to detect and mitigate such activities. It is our core requirement to
build an exchange that is compliant with all the latest KYC and AML regulations in
place. Our KYC procedures and money laundering detection engine will prevent any
fraudulent operations from happening by utilizing industry leading in-house software
and AI solutions. As well, to be fully transparent, the CGB Digital Asset Exchange fee
model will be publicly available to the client community.

Bound to Tether dollar (USDT)
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Most exchanges are bound to USDT. However, USDT has a shady history and no
real transparency. Created in 2015 and initially branded as ‘Realcoin,’ Tether is a Digital
Asset currency that is purportedly backed on a one-to-one ratio with USD (for every
USDT coin, Tether company keeps one USD in the bank). Tether was created as a
‘stable coin,’ which value is ‘anchored’ to a FIAT financial instrument and therefore is
not subject to any volatility.
The lawyers has confirmed that the company behind USD stable coin Tether (USDT),
only has enough cash to back three-quarters of its increasing supply. Security
researcher Tony Arcieri suspected it much earlier, stating in January “Tether is being
used to effectively counterfeit hundreds of millions of dollars of perceived value, which
are being immediately reinvested into Bitcoin to keep it from collapsing.” In other
words, Tether dollars could be created to artificially prop up the price of Bitcoin every
time it falls.
To combat this issue, CGB is not going to use USDT; instead, we will pair with actual
FIAT currencies and a FIAT gateway.
We are not saying “no” to stable coins in general. We will be listing stable coins which
are proven to be transparent and officially audited.
Performance and uptime: The Digital Asset industry is fast and volatile, and every
second can lead to gains or losses. Losses made worse in situations when technology
lets us down and goes offline at the worst moment. For example, in 2017 Q4 when the
price of Bitcoin increased rapidly, it led to a high volume of customers on services such
as Coinbase6 or Kraken7. As a direct result, these services faced recurring downtimes,
leading to many publications encouraging customers not to engage with these services.
CGB Digital Asset Exchange solves this problem with an independent, scalable
component architecture, in addition to blue-green deployment strategy which enables
seamless deployments of each system component, even the matching engine. This
means that product development does not interrupt service operations. For the service
uptime, we will deliver 4 nine SLA (99.99%) uptime, giving us a 23.0s maintenance
window a month.
Empowering users
A truly user-friendly interface and flawless experience for both the beginner and
advanced traders do not yet exist. If a beginner wants not only to buy Digital Asset
but also trade it, they are forced to move onto another platform. This adds complexity
in the process, as the user has to withdraw funds and then transfer it to another
exchange; when they want a more advanced trading experience, it becomes both time
and money consuming. Another issue is the lack of customer support, where minor
issues can even take days to resolve. CGB Digital Asset Exchange will solve this.
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Shopping mall : e-commerce platform based on the
Blockchain
Blockchain is a basic requirement of the CGB e-commerce platform in respect of the
following:

Transparency & Trust

– ability to ensure the correct conduct of transactions
which are dependent on compensating, so that all participants are confident that they
will receive what is due to them, without the involvement of third parties. For example,
details of which Sellers are in which virtual private network are maintained and can be
seen at any time.

Immortality – system contents and structures are not dependent on some outside
management, so the positions of Buyers and their networks remain consistent,
independent of outside events.

Usage of CGB Coins – we have brought CGB Coin to help the Global Society as
this coin can also be utilised on our e-commerce platform. People from all walks of life
can fulfil their dreams to buy the products of their choice on the Global e-commerce
platform. This means that one can purchase the CGB coin using their local fiat currency
and use the coin to buy the items of their choice which may not be possible otherwise
because those items might not be available in your local currency. The user of the
platform will get reward point on each purchase of items on the online shopping mall ,
the CGB e-commerce platform. These reward points can be redeemed on future
purchasing on the platform. The platform users will also get Gift vouchers. This way we
are helping the Global Society in accordance with our core principles GLOBAL BUY,
GLOBAL SELL, GLOBAL PAY, GLOBAL DELIVERY, & GLOBAL TRAVEL.

Overview
This section describes the online Shopping mall, the e-commerce platform financial
model, covering the commercial activity on the Shopping mall, the e-commerce
platform. It is supposed to give a high-level overview of the general logic and
mechanisms without going into technical details.
The description helps to highlight the system elements that can be improved by using
blockchain mechanisms to both make the system more transparent and trust worthy.
The main idea of online Shopping Mall, the e-commerce platform is to create a
platform that will decentralize the future e-commerce world and make it profitable for
all. It is an advanced e-commerce platform accessed through a mobile application,
based on a complex web of virtual marketplaces, owned by users of the platform
(Buyers). Our online Shopping Mall, e-commerce platform aims to:
Remove the barriers currently preventing millions of businesses around the
world going online and help them maximize sales. Platform features enable
Sellers to create their online presence instantly at zero cost.
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Allow consumers to be the main recipients of online advertising spend.
Hundreds of billions of dollars are paid to attract buyers. With Our online
Shopping Mall, the e-commerce platform the buyers receive most of that
money.
Optimize communication between Sellers and Buyers to facilitate increased lead
generation, speed up decision making and cut transaction costs.
It will grow into a comprehensive global network by individual consumers creating
virtual marketplaces by inviting stores and new consumers to join Our online Shopping
Mall, e-commerce platform. In turn, those consumers are compensated via the amounts
spent by their stores and service providers (“Sellers”) on advertising Our online
Shopping Mall, e-commerce platform users. Active buyers in Our online Shopping Mall,
e-commerce platform earn CGB Coins as partners. The more active they are, the more
Coins they can earn.
Every dollar spent on Our online Shopping Mall, e-commerce platform advertising will
be shared between the consumer who sees the advertisement, the consumer who
introduced the Seller Our online Shopping Mall, e-commerce platform and the platform
itself.
12+ Live Services Like Flight booking, Hotel Booking, Transport Boking, Utility bills
Payment, Life Insurance and many more services will be there.
With Our online Shopping Mall, e-commerce platform sales are generated when
Buyers and Sellers are effectively matched.
By paying for advertisements Sellers can approach the buyer, via a range of advertising
methods, including communicating with the Buyers directly in real time and promote
products to new customers, leading to a buy/no buy decision by the Buyer.
Consequently, Buyers find the products they want, at the best price, and Sellers can
reach potential customers who are known to be interested in their specific products.
Customer acquisition and transaction costs are cut.

CGB Digital Asset Exchange Core Values
Security
Safe and secure: With a background in working for international banks and renowned
AI cybersecurity companies, we understand the importance of safety and security. By
implementing bank-level security standards, we will do everything possible to ensure
that customer ́s money is safe from any malicious activity.
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Two-factor authentication (2FA): The first “factor” is the usual password standard for
any account, the second — a code retrieved from an external device such as a
smartphone or a physical device connected to the user’s computer. Two-factor
authentication will be mandatory for all our users from day one.

Secure Cold Storage with Hardware security module (HSM) by Ledger Vault: CGB
Digital Asset Exchange became the first Baltic client of Ledger Vault — a multiauthorization Digital Asset currency wallet management solution enabling financial
institutions to safe-keep their funds. Secure cold storage ensures that the majority of
exchange resources are stored in a safe manner and can be moved only when the multisignature transaction is authorized. Proper cold storage implementation ensures that
no money can be transferred from our reserves without authorization from multiple
CGB employees.

Certifications: When it comes to securing infrastructure and data - we strive to follow
all of the industry best practices, including ISO/IEC 27001:2013 and the Digital Asset
Currency Security Standard (CCSS). Regular audits will be made to ensure that all the
needed internal processes and best practices are in place and working properly.

Security audits: Constant audits will be performed in order to remedy any potential
issues quickly. We will also offer a bug bounty program to independent white-hat
hackers. This way, we will be able to find and patch possible security vulnerabilities
before the bad guys do.

Advanced monitoring: 24/7/365 performance monitoring and maintenance by a highly
skilled Developer Operations and Security Operation Centre team, automated selfhealing, scaling and failover mechanisms are all means to guarantee that any potential
issues are resolved with little or no impact and all security events are investigated and
responded to accordingly. In addition, a dedicated AML team from the classical banking
sector will detect money laundering and fraudulent activity.

DDoS protection: We use a world-leading DDoS protection solution, which provides
always-on detection and automatic inline mitigations that minimize application
downtime and latency. In utilizing this solution, CGB ensures industry-leading
availability and fast response times for users.

DNSSEC: Domain Name System Security extensions provide authenticity and integrity
of DNS data. It’s like HTTPS, but for DNS data. It authenticates DNS requests by
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verifying the Digital Asset graphic signature of data. The key that is used for the
signature belongs to the ultimate source of data. It doesn’t matter what server you get
the data from, as long as the signature is verified - the connection is safe. This way our
platform will mitigate DNS Hijacking attacks and ensure that after typing our URL, the
client will always be sent to our IP address and no hacker owning a compromised DNS
server can intercept the connection or put a fake website in front of the client.

Web Application Firewall (WAF): A Web application firewall monitors and blocks
any attempts to exfiltrate data or assets from our infrastructure even before
they reach the server. Application firewalls can also authenticate customers directly;
for example, they can allow or deny a specific incoming command from a particular
user, whereas other firewalls can only control general incoming requests from a specific
host. A WAF will enable protection from popular attacks such as SQL injection,
application-layer DDoS attacks, cross-site scripting, and many more, making it even
harder for hackers to compromise or impact our infrastructure.

Secure privileged access: To mitigate insider threats, we will be using a secure
privileged access solution. This will ensure that not even our developers or system
architects know passwords of privileged accounts. In addition, every action in an
account will be recorded and easily traceable. Moreover, the actual passwords of
privileged account will be changed and managed by the solution after every use.

Engaging hacker communities: Even before going live, we will host capture the
flag (CTF) challenges. This will introduce us to ethical hacker communities and allow us
to hire the best talent. Later we will introduce responsible disclosure and bug bounty
programs to ensure security from outside threats.
Security features comparison table
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Performance
Scalability: From the ground up, CGB Digital Asset Exchange is being built with
scalability as one of our top priorities. Our platform is built on cloud infrastructure that
provides fast, predictable, stable, and cost-efficient performance with capacity scaling
and reaction times as fast as 15 seconds, no matter the scale. This includes scaling by
client base’s load from specific geolocation to reduce response time as much as possible,
which ensures that our customers have the same fast and fluid experience all around the
globe.
High-performance Code: Our prototypes are running modern and sophisticated
languages and technologies such as Golang, Node.js, and JAVA. These languages provide
the best performance and fast development pace, which allows for faster adaptation to
user requirements and multiple platforms.
Uptime vs. Downtime: Any downtime is unacceptable. Whether it is caused by a surge of
users, force majeure, or cyber-attacks. For example, an incident similar to Binance’s 12hour downtime on February 8, 2018, with an estimated loss of 1 million USD of revenue
during this period or Kraken’s 48-hour downtime on January 12 that caused an estimated
2 million USD loss of revenue would be unacceptable.
Our objective is to be a benchmark to others on how fast, reliable, and predictable the
trading experience can be no matter what.
24/7/365 customer support: Our customer support will assist customers in solving
issues fast by introducing AI into the mix, which will automatically answer the most
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commonly asked questions. More complex issues will be handled by our skilled team.
We want the issue to be resolved as soon as the support chat ends. No long email
threads, no waiting— just quick solutions to get customers up and trading.
User experience: Our goal is to be a simple exchange that any customer could use. To
achieve this, we completed a comprehensive competitor analysis, paying special
attention to the main pain points and issues that traders experience daily, which then
led us to data- driven designs as well as heat-mapping software solutions. Keeping in
mind improved accessibility, we created better contrast, clear navigation, and clear
headings and copy. To increase the feelings of trust, usability, and security, we
designed a product that has inline help for the user at every step. In addition, minimal
design interactions will guide users throughout the trading process, creating a
simplified user-focussed experience.

Innovation
Matching Engine: By developing it in the modern programming languages. By using CPU
level spin-locks, we are utilizing the deepest level of operations possible (Compare And
Swap) to ensure atomic operations and high throughput. This will result in 1.5M
operations per second, and as it’s deterministic the fairness of the financial system is
ensured, and we are working on formal proofs to improve it further.
Blockchain-based immutable storage solution: Using this storage solution will help
establish a sequence of events in time which will allow immutable action history of any
trading and wallet activity: deposit, buy, sell, cancellation, wallet top up, or withdrawal. This
means at any given time CGB Digital Asset Exchange will have an unchangeable by
design list of customer actions as well as internal exchange operations to provide to users or
regulators on demand.
Time travel: By utilizing our exchange’s full customer interface, customers will be able to
trade in the past in a sandbox environment. Customers will be able to see if a trade was
profitable and check what would have happened if a different trade was completed or if
it was just left for HODL. The function will be useful for newcomers.
News flash: Digital Asset currency news and events strongly affect the price. We want
users to be in the midst of these events. Our team will integrate news articles into our
trading view. This helps traders to choose the next steps — whether to HODL or sell right
away.

Transparency
Crystal-clear transparency: Transparency is a big issue for Digital Asset currencies nobody knows who the real owner of the account is. There is currently a large number
of exchanges that provide no information on who runs them or even if they work legally
as less than 10 % provide legal information. In the future, regulators will be forced to
close non-transparent exchanges. CGB Digital Asset Exchange is ahead of the curve
as we deliver a transparent and legally compliant solution to prevent future legal
concerns.
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Altcoins screening: Stock exchanges like NASDAQ have strict guidelines for adding new
companies to protect the investors. CGB Digital Asset Exchange will carefully analyse
the projects for listing to ensure only the most legitimate ones are allowed on the
exchange .We will provide extensive resources, and libraries of information regarding
the coins, so customers are fully aware of what they are trading
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Our platform has been built on top of “12-factor app” principles, which allows us to
deliver a software solution with both agility and resilience. Also, because it’s built using
the best development practices, the product is robust, extensible, flexible, and highperforming. Each component can be scaled individually to sustain increasing loads and
mitigate issues without any interruptions to the service or reduction in performance.
The exchange is composed of infrastructure and software layers. Each layer adds
features on top of each other and introduces additional security benefits. Different
security measures are deployed per layer: network isolation, directional traffic,
firewalls, and encrypted traffic (SSL), even within our infrastructure.
Component-based service architecture allows for easily replaceable components as
well as maximize isolation of applications (services) for security purposes. As per
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service, data storages are separate so a breach in one system will not compromise other
systems.

CGB Digital Asset Bank
Introduction
Peer to Peer Loan/Lending Platform or P2P Loan/Lending Platform allows users to see
their multi-currency account, instant transfers of Digital assets and fiat currency,
transaction summaries, and apply for an instant loan with no-checks-required loans.
The app contains everything you need at your fingertips! Margin funding interest is
paid to the funding provider in the same currency provided From the funding wallet
Member can provide funding to other traders Member can enter his own terms like
return rate, duration and amount. When an offer is taken by a trader/funding taker, the
money in your funding wallet will be used by the trader to buy or sell Digital Asset
currencies (open a position). When the trader completes a trade by closing the position,
Digital Asset currencies are bought or sold back and the money is returned to your
wallet.
Lending on Exchanges is one of the best ways to let your coins work for you. You will
be getting daily returns on your coins, which normally would just stay in your wallet
and do nothing Margin funding is one of the safest ways to invest.
P2P Lending Platform allows its users to see their multi-currency account, instant
transfers of digital assets and fiat currency, transaction summaries, and apply for an
instant loan with digital assets on the platform as collateral. The platform contains
everything you need at your fingertips!

Benefits of Digital Asset Lending
Low Risk The borrower can’t scam you and he can’t take out the Bitcoins out of
the exchange
Good Return of Investment It’s about 0.02 per day (more or less depending on
the currency) This sums up to a total of 0.0002*365=7.3%per year !
Less time required you don t need to search for the best lending possibility,
because it is all about lending to traders You don t need to investigate the person
etc.
Bonus earning upon trading For example, if you are long on Ethereum and think
you will stay on this position for at least one week, then why not just lend your
current Ethereum. You will receive extra returns on your invested capital
Self-Managed all the payments are automated, you won’t need to chat with
nobody.

Current Problems
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Problem of use of Digital Asset wealth in day to day life
Digital Asset currency owners face the problem of using their Digital Asset wealth in
their day-to-day lives. But for taking advantage of any immediate investment
opportunities requires liquid cash or meet any short-term obligations.
Slow Liquidation Process
Liquidating a digital asset can be burdensome in many ways. For different digital assets
bank have different requirements, procedures, and withdrawal limitations, which can
slow down the liquidation process and be costly. The overall time it might take to
complete the transaction could be from several days to a month, which is inconvenient
in situations where the seller has an urgent need for cash.
Lack of Trust and Transparency
Up to now, transactions aiming to procure loans and financing secured by Digital Asset
assets were primarily settled through P2P platforms and bilateral agreements. These
options usually lack adequate security standards and transparency.
Tax Inefficient
Depending on the exchange which is used, fees are applied to transactions, including
platform fees, usually large bid-ask spreads, and withdrawal and transaction fees. Most
crucially, selling a digital asset triggers tax liabilities.
Loss of Ownership
In order to benefit from the intrinsic value of their digital asset, the owners only have
the limited option of selling them for fiat currencies. This leads to losing ownership of
the asset and forgoing any future price appreciation potential it might have.

CGB Solution
Instant Digital Asset loan with CGB Digital Asset bank
Instead of simply holding digital assets, investors, miners and entrepreneurs have the
opportunity to set up an instant Digital Asset loan with CGB Digital Asset bank.
Clients are able to instantly access cash that is denominated in fiat currencies The
Digital Asset backed Loan is secured by the market value of the digital asset placed in
the account.
Quick Access to Cash
CGB clients are able to receive cash instantly anywhere around the globe, seize
investment opportunities, and meet liquidity needs immediately. CGB retail clients
have the option to use the free CGB wallet for their day-to-day expenses.
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Transparent Blockchain Contracts
Ownership of digital assets is secured and guaranteed by transparent loan contracts,
which will ultimately be stored on the Binance Smart Chain where it is technologically
possible.

Cost and Tax Efficient
Without having to sell their digital assets on exchanges, the owners do not have to pay
any platform, transaction, or withdrawal fees that could carve substantial amounts out
of their profits. Furthermore, since there is no sale event, there are no taxes.

Retain Ownership
Clients retain 100% ownership of their digital assets. By making use of CGB instant
Digital Asset loan rather than selling, they keep the entire capital gains and
accompanying benefits from their digital assets.

About CGB Digital Assets Bank
CGB delivers the World’s First Instant Digital Asset-backed Loans, thus resolving a
crucial problem for the Digital asset world. There not many option for digital asset
owner to enjoy their Digital Asset wealth except selling them.
The creative model of CGB brings best of both worlds, by retaining complete
ownership of their digital assets while having immediate access to fait currency. CGB
Digital Asset backed Loans are an automatic, flexible and cost-efficient way of
obtaining liquidity that is secured by the value of the client’s digital assets.
Transparency is guaranteed through the use of blockchain technology, smart contracts
and algorithmic processes.
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How The Lending Works
P2P Lending platform connects the borrowers to a network of lenders
registered on a platform.
To borrow an amount, the borrower needs to first deposit his/her Digital Asset
currency assets on the platform as collateral.

The lender can lend the amount to a borrower and earn interest over it. Once,
the borrower repays the loan with interest, he/she gets back his/her Digital
Asset assets from the Digital Asset lending platform.
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If the current rate of collateral Digital Asset currency becomes equal to
borrowed amount then the loan will considered to be settled. Neither lender will
return back the Digital Asset currency to borrower nor the borrower will pay
the loan amount.

CGB Visa/Master Card
Our Digital Asset Bank does not limit only to facilitate loan but also provide worldwide
accepted Visa/Master Card, Global Money Transfer.
Use Card worldwide. Get instant access to your account, using CGB card at merchants
and ATMS worldwide. Also card will facilitate the money transfer to your friends, family
and for business purpose.

A range of cards silver, bronze, and gold to meet all the personal or business spending
needs.
Exclusive benefits for cardholder from cashback to discounts and special privileges.
NOTE: This is Important feature of CGB Coin that User can withdraw their assets from
any ATM around the world. Customer doesn’t need to go to any specific ATM. They
can just walk in to their regular ATM and can use our card to withdraw it.
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Compliance Management Module(COMM)
The system’s sophisticated Compliance Rules Engine allows it’s user to create a variety
of compliance rules for different countries quickly and easily. Compliance Management
Module ensures all KYC procedures and compliance rules are enforced. The Platform
is flexible with a modular, multi-channel approach.

Benefits at a glance
Fraud and risk mitigation through ensuring KYC checks and automated enforcement of
compliance procedures.
Regulatory authority reports.
Compliance rules can be easily set in the Compliance Rules Engine screen. The
system then enforces these onto the agents.

Specific features
Set the volume and velocity checks in compliance rules editor based on
transaction type (account, cash collection, mobile money transfer, card transfer).
The application runs checks on senders and beneficiaries against international
block- lists including OFAC, HM Treasury, EU Sanctions and others.
Online ID expiry date verification.
Multiple ID documents upload.

Anti-Money Laundering Compliance in the application
What Is Money Laundering?
Money laundering is an attempt to conceal or disguise the nature, location, source,
ownership or control of illegally obtained money. Money laundering is illegal.
There are three stages to Money Laundering:
Placement, Layering, and Integration
The first time funds derived through criminal activities are used in a legitimate
money transfer is referred to as Placement.
Creating a series of transactions keeping in mind to hide the first transaction is
referred to as Layering.
The return of funds to legitimate activities is referred to as Integration.
Placement poses the greatest risk to our businesses:
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There need the Transactions to be structured so as to avoid recordkeeping or
reporting thresholds.
False identification and/or information may be provided.
This definition covers a wide range of activity. There is a need to understand how
people launder money so that you can identify money laundering and know how to
help prevent it. To prevent the money laundering and to maintain a proper
documentation that may be used to prosecute money launderers, the Government
needs businesses like yours to file specific reports in this regard and maintain records
on certain cash transactions.

Anti-money laundering compliance program
AML Compliance Program that is reasonably designed to ensure proper recordkeeping
and reporting of certain transactions, and to prevent your business from being used to
launder money.
The AML Compliance Program includes, at a minimum, the following:
A. A written AML program with internal policies, procedures and controls for:
Verifying customer identification
Filing the reports as required by your local regulations
Creating and retaining records
Responding to law enforcement requests
Licensing requirements
Compliance with local regulatory requirements
Employee and Compliance Officer training
B. To designate a Compliance Officer who is responsible for assuring that:
Policies and procedures are followed
Procedures are updated as needed
Training and education are provide
Reports need to be properly filed as required by your local regulation
C. An ongoing employee training program that:
Explains policies and procedures
Teaches how to identify suspicious activity
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Roadmap
• Ideation and development plan for crypto use
FEB. 2020

• Plan to manage transaction fees while using blockchain
APR. 2020

• Development of crypto marketplace
JUN. 2020

• Event organization to connect with interested partners
SEPT. 2020

• Testing tokens to use in a real marketplace
OCT. 2020

• Crypto platform development and convert your fiat to crypto
DEC. 2020
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• Ideation of online shopping mall
JAN. 2021

• Planning of token allocation and its structure development
MAR. 2021

• P2P model development for CGB Coin
MAR. 2021

• Live trading with CGB Price $0.0014
JUN. 2021

• Exchange platform development for all cryptocurrencies
JUL. 2021

AUG. 2021

• Submission NFT Marketplace with CGB coin (with market price :
$0.1337) at Crypto Expo Dubai
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• Implementation of security methods
SEPT. 2021

OCT. 2021

• CGB11 Technology Gaming Platform with integrated CGB Coin.
CGB Coin launch on 5 Top biggest international Exchanges with
price : $1.25

JAN. 2022

• Development of complete decentralized virtual game
marketplace (B2B and B2C) with CGB coin (price : $3) and cross
border payment module.

JUL. 2022

DEC. 2022

• Assessment of Legal Review of the cgbcoin.co Project. CGB
Price : $6

• Official office setup in world top 5 countries. CGB retail market
price : $10

• 1000+ CGB Coin ATM-Machine installation. CGB Price : $15
MAR. 2023

AUG. 2023

• Launch of crypto banks in India, Dubai, Malaysia, USA and Bangkok.
CGB Price:$20
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CGB Corporate Social Responsibility(CSR)
Introduction
CGB ICO platform views Corporate Social Responsibility as a set of strategies, policies
and actions that all companies should implement to ensure their activity is
environmentally, economically and socially sustainable, encompassing the Institute
itself as well as those groups of stakeholders that interact with it in undertaking its
business activities.

Objective
The aim of this Corporate Social Responsibility policy is for CGB ICO platform to be an
institution that operates embodying ethical, social and environmental values,
transparency and social commitment, applying principles of good governance and for
its different stakeholder groups to view it as such.

General principles
Along these lines, ICO's Corporate Social Responsibility activities and commitments are
focussed on the following:

Good governance and transparency
CGB ICO platform focusses its good governance measures on ensuring the ethical
conduct of its executives and employees as set forth in its code of conduct, a strict
compliance with applicable legislation and in promoting open communication and
transparency in its activities. Internal policies, regulations and procedures will thus be
put in place in order to regulate said activities, and internal bodies will be set up to
monitor and provide oversight, ensuring best practices are upheld.
The Institute shall put in place the necessary mechanisms to improve objectivity and
professionalism in decision making, encouraging internal communication and fostering
transparency in terms of the roles, members and agreements of the different governing
bodies making up its corporate governance (executive, management and internal
control bodies).
The Institute has drawn up a Code of Conduct which details the basic ethical principles
that it understands must be applied to CGB ICO platform activities and business
practices, as well as the professional conduct guidelines for employees, whether in
relation with other employees and management staff, or with customers, suppliers and
third parties. Furthermore, CGB ICO platform has approved and published its Internal
Code of Conduct for Securities Market Operations that sets forth the framework of
action for its operations in the financial markets.

Respect for the environment
Despite CGB ICO platform's activity not having a significant impact on the
environment, the Institute has made a commitment to monitor its use of resources and
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adopt those measures required to make the necessary savings. Furthermore, it pledges
to carry out the necessary separating and recycling of waste generated at its facilities
or by its activities. It also carries out awareness-raising campaigns aimed at employees
in order for them to extend respect for the environment to their everyday lives.
Likewise, CGB ICO platform undertakes to ensure that all of its activities such as direct
financing, financial intermediation and venture capital activities comply with the
applicable environmental policies and practices and thus exclude activities which have
a negative impact on the environment. CGB ICO platform shall define a set of social
and environmental indicators to monitor the impact stemming from its activities

Global Compact
CGB ICO platform has also endorsed the 10 principles of the UN Global Compact, and
as such has adopted, supports and fosters within its sphere of influence the set of
fundamental values proclaimed by the United Nations in terms of human rights, labour
regulations, the environment and fighting corruption.

Principles in terms of stakeholders
Customers
When designing its financial products, CGB ICO platform shall observe the particular
circumstances present in Spain and in those international markets where Spanish
companies operate at any given time. Acting in a complimentary manner to other
private banking institutions, CGB ICO platform's funding lines facilitate access to bank
loans for the self-employed and small and medium-sized companies and, where
applicable, to those companies operating in regions where the GDP is below the
national average, fostering their consolidation and supporting their international
expansion. Furthermore, CGB ICO platform will evaluate the practices and policies
applicable to its direct financing, bank intermediation and venture capital operations,
ensuring those activities found to be illegal or in breach of fundamental rights are
excluded. CGB ICO platform will likewise ensure it remains exemplary and transparent
in its operations and that it continues to apply international best practices. Likewise,
CGB ICO platform shall bear in mind social responsibility values and principles when
providing loans in order to instil them in the companies granted financing or ICO
products. To this end, CGB ICO platform shall define a set of social and environmental
indicators to monitor the impact stemming from its activities.

Financial institutions
As part of its role as an intermediary in company financing, CGB ICO platform shall
foster partnerships with financial institutions to instil and promote CSR strategies in
the management and organisation of SMEs and among entrepreneurs. Indicators will
hence be defined whereby companies benefiting from CGB ICO platform loans will
mandatorily report their economic, environmental and social performances.
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Investors
In order to pursue its financing activity, CGB ICO platform is required to seek capital
on domestic and international financial markets. The design of financial products and
the search for corresponding investment shall follow the same corporate social
responsibility principles observed internally. Thus, wherever possible, priority shall be
given to those investors who are committed to upholding human and labour rights and
to eradicating child labour, forced labour and exploitation of any kind. The Institute is
committed to encouraging transparency and promoting the publication of relevant and
reliable information on its operations in order to foster trust and credibility among its
investors.

Suppliers
In compliance with the requirements set forth in legislation governing public sector
contracts, CGB ICO platform aims to include social responsibility criteria in its
contracting activity. It therefore takes into account those socially responsible practices
upheld by its suppliers, in particular regarding long-term job creation, equal rights
policies and work-life balance for employees, employing persons at risk of social and
labour exclusion and respect for the environment.

Employees
In terms of its hiring practices, CGB ICO platform, as a public institution, shall ensure
strict compliance to the constitutional principles of equality, merit and ability and
comply with the advertising and governing principles of the Basic Statute of Public
Employment. The selection board set up for that purpose shall guarantee the
participants' rights and legitimate expectations of access to public jobs. The selection
bodies shall be exclusively technical in nature, service on which shall be individual and
professional and members shall not represent the interests of third parties. CGB ICO
platform shall foster and promote equal rights and non-discrimination policies in its
labour relations, whereby discrimination on grounds of gender, religion, ethnicity or for
any other reason is not tolerated. Furthermore, it shall foster the adoption of measures
enabling all employees to strike a balance between work and family life. CGB ICO
platform shall encourage a policy that favours merit and effort in line with the measures
mentioned above. Ongoing training of staff is recognised as a right held by workers for
their professional development and as a necessary goal for CGB ICO platform to attain
its objectives. All of the above aspects shall be addressed as part of the statutory
collective bargaining process between workforce representatives and the
Management.

Social organisations
CGB ICO platform is committed to establishing partnerships with third sector
organisations through which it aims to further their objectives. This commitment will
largely be realised through the drafting and execution of an annual corporate voluntary
work plan including activities to support third sector organisations and training
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programmes in which CGB ICO platform employees can contribute experience and
know-how to entrepreneurs and groups at risk of social exclusion.

Public Administrations
CGB ICO platform co-operates with different public administration bodies and
institutions, setting up partnerships to contribute value to society and foster the use of
best practices within its sphere of influence.

Commitment and compliance with CSR
The General Board will examine and, if applicable, approve the Corporate Governance
and CSR reports compiled pursuant to GR14 standards and the Global Compact
Progress Report. These reports shall be made available to interested parties on the
company website. The CGB ICO platform’s executive management team is committed
to supporting, fostering and promoting integration of the above mentioned principles
in the strategy pursued by the institution and its operations, as well as to raising
awareness on and facilitating its compliance. Likewise, the CGB ICO platform executive
management team is committed to reviewing this policy on an annual basis in order to
meet new challenges that may arise.

CGB Investment Program: Financials
CGB Reserve Smart Tokens
Our coins have real-world usage and the platform is powered by Blockchain
technology. Using the blockchain technology, the CGB Reserve Smart Tokens are smart
tokens aimed at providing solutions towards multiple vendor/supplier related services
to you and me, with a global perspective Using the benefits of blockchain technology,
our smart tokens will target utilities of the hospitality, travel and tourism sector, to
bring real services financial trades to be conducted through our smart contracts and
tokens. Our case is strong since the existing ecosystem fails to cater to the growing
smart technology blockchain market The new smart chain eco system is being formed
in multiples as we write this paper.

Allocation Of CGB
Name

CGB Token

Abbreviation

CGB

Maximum Supply

1000 Million Tokens

Technology Stack

Binance Smart Contract (BEP 20)
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CGB Token Revolution:
"I can’t give you the formula of success, but I can give you the formula for failure."
–Herbert Bayard Swope
Data is readily available We will write contracts on this data on the blockchain using
the smart chain mechanism The outcome of the smart contracts will be established.
And they will be secured as these smart contracts are built on blockchain Mixing these
smart contracts with the real world may be a challenge at the moment However earlier
first mover advantage will go to those with a more futuristic vision considering the
historical cryptographic data available to all of us at the moment New cryptographic
ecosystem is being built around global markets and will continue to expand
exponentially considering its future value.
A decentralized most highly audited smart service system will be the attraction of
many, including institutions and business owners Our smart token targets to contribute
to the diverse new cryptographic ecosystem There is already a huge cryptographic
market. Mauritius as an example aims to become 100 run on block chain How
wonderful is that Mauritius as you all know has only one industry.
And that is the hospitality industry Our core industry target is also the hospitality travel
and tourism industry, if we can give value along with scalability savings We are sure to
capitalize on the blockchain opportunities on a macro global level.
CGB Circulation
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CGB TOKENS ARE ON THE WORLD’S NO 1 CRYPTO EXCHANGE
We are aware that in order for us to thrive we will have to gain momentum periodically.
So, how will be do this?
We have built our smart tokens on an already established Binance Crypto Exchange.
The Binance Crypto exchange was established in 2020. It's fast gaining popularity as
one of the top cryptographic exchanges.
The exchanges CGB Trade

Forecast
The world class products CGB Crypto Exchange, CGB Crypto Bank, CGB Public
Blockchain, GGB Gaming Platform, CGB Shopping Platform(e-commerce portal), and
NFT Marketplace are major attraction segment of services to generate CGB revenue
to respect to our global investors. CGB coin will be the center of attraction to
contribute the revenue.
Due to the huge scale of the entire project, CGB coin will contribute to the revenue
throughout the sales and affiliation system. Thus increase the value of CGB Coins and
ultimately will benefit it’s investors.
Also, our Coin holders will get benefit from each transaction across our all platforms
by distributing part of fees and profits in form of CGB coins to our users.
We forecast the development of our blockchain based world class products as
mentioned in our roadmap:
February 2020 : Ideation and development plan for crypto use
April 2020 : Plan to manage transaction fees while using blockchain
June 2020 : Development of crypto marketplace
September 2020 : Event organization to connect with interested partners
October 2020 : Testing tokens to use in a real marketplace
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December 2020 : Crypto platform development and convert your fiat to crypto
January 2021: Ideation of online shopping mall
March 2021 : Planning of token allocation and its structure development
March 2021 : P2P model development for CGB Coin
June 2021: Live trading with CGB Price $0.0014
July 2021 : Exchange platform development for all cryptocurrencies
August 2021:
Submission NFT Marketplace with CGB coin (with market
price:$0.1337) at Crypto Expo Dubai
September 2021 : Implementation of security methods
October 2021 : CGB11 Technology Gaming Platform with integrated CGB Coin. CGB
Coin launch on 5 Top biggest international Exchanges with price:$1.25
January 2022: Development of complete decentralized virtual game marketplace (B2B
and B2C) with CGB coin (price $3) and cross border payment module.
July 2022: Assessment of Legal Review of the cgbcoin.co Project. CGB Price:$6
December 2022: Official office setup in world top 5 countries. CGB retail market
price:$10
March 2023 : 1000+ CGB Coin ATM-Machine installation. CGB Price:$15
August 2023: Launch of crypto banks in India, Dubai, Malaysia, USA and Bangkok. CGB
Price:$20

CGB Gaming Platform
In the first quarter of 2022, we will come up with the CGB Gaming Platform that will
be one of the premier, leading online sports and casinos games platform. We will have
hundreds of online games that you can play. No downloads, no subscriptions, just click
and play. Bet on online games to make your predictions into real money. CGB Gaming
Platform will be open 24/7, meaning you can bet anytime.
Trust is extremely important for us, and it’s important to our users as well. We will be
operating on the on provably fair blockchain technology.
We guarantee:
•
•
•
•
•

Best Odds
No limit policy
Successful player welcome
Professional service
Security and confidentiality
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“The online gaming market has seen exponential growth over the last
several years, expecting to top $127 billion in revenue by 2027.”
Yet, this growth has also come with its own challenges, such as fraud, dubious
withdrawal policies and cheating by both the house and its players. For years, players
sought trusted online casinos, referencing third-party websites who were solely
dedicated to reviewing and rating the trustworthiness and fairness of the casinos.
But without a way to prove fairness of gameplay, players were left to chance, with their
funds at risk. The advent of blockchain technology has presented a potential solve to
many of these issues.
However, limitations with block-chain such as token diversity, and difficulty with
ancillary software has created unique challenges in the space. Despite these challenges,
blockchain-based casinos have seen significant success and are poised to usher a new
era of provably-fair gameplay.
CGB Gaming Platform will seek to address the challenges of provably fair gameplay,
limited Coin support, and appeal to the both the cryptocurrency industry and the overall
online gambling industry by offering a patent-pending, blockchain-based, provably fair,
online casino with no house edge. CGB Gaming Platform will allow players to bet dozens
of supported cryptocurrencies including CGB Coin simultaneously with the option to
convert their holdings through the use of our uniquely integrated back-end.
UNCONTESTED INDUSTRY GROWTH
In 2018, the industry grew exponentially, generating 52 billion dollars in revenue. With
10% growth each year before that, industry estimates are that the pace will continue.
By 2027 just the online gaming industry should be generating $127 billion. For
comparison, the top three banking institutions in the world made $68.5 billion in 2018
of their 7 trillion dollars of assets. The reason for this growth can partly be attributed
to the accessibility of online payment functions becoming so widely used and
integrated. However, while the growth is impressive, it is market potential is not fully
realized. Fair play and transparency still hold back the industry.
GROWTH HAS ENCOURAGED FRAUD
However, this explosive growth in the market has brought upon its own challenges in
the form of fraudulent sites, unfair gameplay, rigged betting, and dubious internal
policies that make withdrawals of winnings difficult or sometimes impossible.
Consumers are left with little legal recourse as these companies are based in remote
corners of the world. To this point, few technology solutions have been made available
that have provided us with the ability to audit and confirm fair play. Sites like the
Wizard of Odds list over 130 casinos on their “blacklist” citing irregular play, unfair
practices, or shorting customers on their winnings. The Pogg, another site that tracks
irregularities with online casinos, lists 64 casinos on its blacklist and over 1,800
complaints filed by players. In one example, an online casino called “Las Vegas USA”
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forfeited over $8,400 of a player’s winnings as a result of an arbitrary, “account
dormancy” policy, of which it defined as “no activity within 180 days.”
As a deliberate tactic, the casino slowly paid out the player’s winnings, such that only
60% would be paid out in the 180-day window of time, knowing that is was unlikely
that the player would return after such a large win, and thus automatically triggering
the account dormancy policy in favour of the casino. Most players, not always familiar
with the unique terms and conditions of each casino, are victims of arbitrary policies
that favour the casino. Unfortunately, in this case, the player had little recourse to claim
the unpaid funds.
In another well-cited example, online casino, Absolute Poker bilked some USD 20
million from players in an elaborate cheating scandal that involved the owner of the
site itself. When a player suspected the site of cheating, he requested a copy of his
hand histories, but instead received a data file that contained every single player’s hand
histories, IP addresses, and table observations. With the help of the gambling
community, they were collectively able to detect unusual “all-in” bets from a player
with a particular poor performance and winning history, that ended up netting that
player significant earnings. While some sites claim to be provably fair, the nature of
software means that settings can be changed on the fly without knowledge of the
player. The temptation to stack the cards in the house’s favour is usually too great to
pass up, especially when detection is difficult. While this behaviour is illegal in many
jurisdictions, recourse for the players is rarely an option.
THE ADVENT OF BLOCKCHAIN IN ONLINE GAMES
With the advent of blockchain technology in the past decade, the online casino
benefited from nascent technologies that would, for the first time in an era, allow for
true, provably fair gameplay. Provably fair gameplay is defined as an online game that
has a mechanism in place that allows players to confirm the fairness of the game
process. Usually, with blockchain, this means utilizing the public and immutable nature
of the technology to post a transaction history for later audit, or making the game
engine code open-source so that it can be audited by the public. With the public and
immutable nature of distributed ledger technologies, transactions, bets, and hands can
be input onto a ledger that is sufficiently distributed and decentralized, removing the
need for trust in a central gaming authority, website, or brand.
In 2012, the - first provably fair blockchain casino, Satoshi Dice was created. By posting
the seed’s hash, users were able to compare the end hash value with the supplied seed
to verify a match, proving that no malfeasance in game play occurred.
Blockchain casinos, unfortunately, are not without their own problems. Early
implementations, while engineered to use the immutable nature of blockchain
technology, were limited by the maximum throughput of the networks they ran on.
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Some of the first provably fair gaming protocols, like FunFair, were built on Ethereum
, a network that averages between 10-15 transactions per second(compare this with a
network like Visa which regularly processes 1,700 tps10), causing significant
transaction latency, especially during peak loads. Network fees also made these
protocols expensive to run.
Despite these performance problems, blockchain casinos, if engineered correctly, are
still the closest thing to “fair” that an online gambler will ever experience, and more
recent distributed ledger technologies are enabling faster transaction throughput.
BLOCKCHAIN BASED CASINOS GAMES FORCE TOKEN USAGE
However, current blockchain-based gambling sites present their own problems. While
not specifically required to do so, many support just a single digital currency, with even
the most well-known cryptocurrencies being supported by just a limited few casinos.
Most of these early entrants tout their blockchain technology, but in essence, were no
different from other online casinos, except that they accepted bitcoin or another
cryptocurrency instead of fiat. These were not provably fair as the use of blockchain
was limited to the acceptance of cryptocurrency and did not leverage Smart Contracts
or the principles of immutability in distributed ledger technologies to this effect. We
believe this limit is significantly hampering the growth and potential of blockchainbased games of chance. Currently, would be players are required to convert the
diversity of their cryptocurrency holdings into one or more of the standard supported
currencies being supported by a number of blockchain casinos.
Most blockchain casinos even require that their native token be used as the sole and
exclusive currency on their platform, further limiting betting options for players. While
blockchain-based casinos are paving the way for verifiable and provably fair game play,
limitations of currency support are severely limiting their total potential.
Based on what we know, there are many recent entrants into this space, however, the
space is still highly fragmented, with most newcomers focusing on the use of
blockchain technology for provably fair gameplay, combined with exclusive use of a
native token, versus the expansion of cryptocurrency support and usage in the space
as whole.
SOLUTION
CGB Gaming Platform is a blockchain-based, provably fair, online sports and casino
that will allow players to play with dozens of cryptocurrencies without the need to
convert their holdings to a single supported cryptocurrency standard.
CGB Gaming Platform is a blockchain-based, provably fair, online casino that uses a
technology that will allow players to bet in initially dozens cryptocurrencies but
eventually hundreds, without the need to convert their holdings to a single supported
cryptocurrency standard. CGB Gaming Platform will do this by nearly instantly
calculating the value of all cryptocurrency bets and displaying them in locally
recognized - at values such as USD, EURO, GBP, WON, YEN or any other major fiat
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currency. By displaying values in the players native fiat currency, our platform will
enable a global audience to bet in cryptocurrency while relying on pricing data that will
be relevant to their locality. At the conclusion of gameplay, the player will have the
option to convert winnings to that player’s preferred cryptocurrency upon cashing out.
CGB Gaming Platform will accomplish this by utilizing its own uniquely integrated
backend technology.
Ultimately, our mission is to increase cryptocurrency adoption in the online gaming
space, while using blockchain as a mechanism to provide provably fair gameplay. We
believe, that in order to increase the adoption of cryptocurrencies, we must be agnostic
in the types of cryptocurrencies we support on the platform. To that effect, our vision
is to focus on the development of technologies to enable fair and accurate reporting,
support the widest array of cryptocurrencies on our gaming platform, and deliver near
instant conversion of such currencies for the benefit of our players.

CGB Public Blockchain
Broadly speaking about the Blockchain application that needs to be developed would
be a Public Blockchain. A public blockchain is a blockchain that is open to the public
and that anyone can join without specific permission. All people who join the network
can read, write, and participate in this network that is not controlled by anyone.
And a custom coin will be developed which would be for the Public Blockchain to be
developed, will be an asset that would be simply a distinct crypto currency that runs
on top of the public blockchain network. This digital asset(coin) will be secured by the
entirety of the hash power on the Blockchain network, just like the Ethereum network
currently equivalent to over 1 million GPUs, which makes them an attractive option
for those seeking a high level of security for their coin. This is particularly beneficial
for those who are looking to create a crypto currency with a high percentage of premined coins or coins that require a fixed supply. So the following components will be
developed:
•
•

•
•
•

Development of the Public Blockchain, there will be a custom Coin with the
module related to Fee management etc.
Block explorer, a block explorer is a blockchain search engine that allows you to
search for a particular piece of information on the blockchain. The activities
carried out on crypto blockchains are known as transactions, which occur when
cryptocurrencies are sent to and from wallet addresses.
The environment supporting this Public Blockchain to accommodate Smart
Contract.
A Public Node, using which MetaMask or any Blockchain wallet can be
connected.
Assets will be developed in compliance with current industry standards,
ensuring compatibility with DAPPs
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•

Android and iOS Wallet Creation: We will create an Android and iOS wallet for
the required Altcoin that will be secure, with Swap option and lightweight.

Features of Public Blockchain
Below are the features that Public Blockchain will have:
1. Coin : This will be Public Blockchain’s cryptocurrency.
2. Smart contracts : Our Blockchain will allow the development and deployment of
the Smart Contracts.
3. Virtual Machine : Our Blockchain will provide the underlying technology—the
architecture and the software—that will understand the smart contracts and
allow you to interact with it.
4. Decentralized applications (Dapps): Our Blockchain will allow to create
consolidated applications, called decentralized applications. A decentralized
application is called a Dapp (also spelled DAPP, App, or DApp) for short.
5. Decentralized autonomous organizations (DAOs): will allow to create these for
democratic decision-making.
These are the essential features of the Public Blockchain to be developed, below is the
explanation each of these features in detail:
1. The Coin:
The custom coin that we will provide the Public Blockchain’s cryptocurrency. It will
the fuel that would run the network. It will be used to pay for the computational
resources and the transaction fees for any transaction executed on the this
Blockchain’s network. Just like Bitcoins and Ether this Coin will a peer-to-peer
currency. Apart from being used to pay for transactions, this Coin will also be used to
buy gas, which is used to pay for the computation of any transaction made on the this
Blockchain network.
Also, if you want to deploy a contract on this Public Blockchain, you will need gas, and
you would have to pay for that gas using this Coin. So gas is the execution fee paid by
a user for running a transaction in this Blockchain. The Coin can be utilized for building
decentralized applications, building smart contracts, and making regular peer-to-peer
payments.
2. Smart Contracts
A smart contract is a simple computer program that facilitates the exchange of any
valuable asset between two parties. It could be money, shares, property, or any other
digital asset that you want to exchange. Anyone on this Blockchain network can create
these contracts. The contract consists primarily of the terms and conditions mutually
agreed on between the parties (peers).
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The primary feature of a smart contract is that once it is executed, it cannot be altered,
and any transaction done on top of a smart contract is registered permanently—it is
immutable. So, even if you modify the smart contract in the future, the transactions
correlated with the original contract will not get altered; you cannot edit them.
The verification process for the smart contracts is carried out by anonymous parties of
the network without the need for a centralized authority, and that’s what makes any
smart contract execution on the Blockchain a decentralized execution.
The transfer of any asset or currency will be done in a transparent and trustworthy
manner, and the identities of the two entities will be secure on this Blockchain network.
Once the transaction is successfully done, the accounts of the sender and receiver will
get updated accordingly, and in this way, it will generate trust between the parties.
Smart Contracts Vs. Traditional Contract Systems
In conventional contract systems, you sign an agreement, then you trust and hire a
third party for its execution. The problem is that in this type of process, data tampering
is possible. With smart contracts, the agreement is coded in a program. A centralized
authority does not verify the result; it is confirmed by the participants on the Ethereum
blockchain-based network. Once a contract is executed, the transaction is registered
and cannot be altered or tampered, so it removes the risk of any data manipulation or
alteration.
Let’s take an example in which someone named Zacky has given a contract of $500 to
someone named David for developing his company’s website. The developers code the
agreement of the smart contract using Blockchain’s programming language. The smart
contract has all the conditions (requirements) for building the website. Once the code
is written, it is uploaded and deployed on the Virtual Machine (VM).
VM is a runtime compiler to execute a smart contract. Once the code is deployed on
the EVM, every participant on the network has a copy of the contract. When David
submits the work on this Public Blockchain for evaluation, each node on the this Public
Blockchain network will evaluate and confirm whether the result given by David has
been done as per the coding requirements, and once the result is approved and verified,
the contract worth $500 will be self-executed, and the payment will be paid to David
in the form of the Coin. Zacky’s account will be automatically debited, and David’s will
be credited with $500 in equivalent value of our Coin.
3. Virtual Machine (VM)
VM, will be designed to operate as a runtime environment for compiling and deploying
Blockchain-based smart contracts. VM will be the engine that understands the
language of smart contracts, written in the programming language for the Blockchain.
VM will be operated in a sandbox environment—basically, for deploying the standalone environment, which can act as a testing and development environment, and one
can test the smart contract (use it) “n” number of times, verify it, and then once satisfied
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with the performance and the functionality of the smart contract, can deploy it on the
Public Blockchain main network.
Any programming language in the smart contract is compiled into the bytecode, which
the VM understands. This bytecode can be read and executed using the VM. One of
the most popular languages for writing a smart contract in Solidity. Once smart contract
has been written in Solidity, that contract gets converted into the bytecode and gets
deployed on the VM. And thereby VM guarantees security from cyberattacks.
a) How Does VM Work?
Suppose person A wants to pay person B 10 Coins. The transaction will be sent to the
VM using a smart contract for a fund transfer from A to B. To validate the transaction;
the Public Blockchain network will perform the proof-of-work consensus algorithm.
The miner nodes on Blockchain will validate this transaction—whether the identity of
A exists or not, and if A has the requested amount to transfer. Once the transaction is
confirmed, the Coin will be debited from A’s wallet and will be credited to B’s wallet,
and during this process, the miners will charge a fee to validate this transaction and will
earn a reward.
All the nodes on the Blockchain network will execute smart contracts using their
respective VMs.
b) Proof of Work
Every node in the Public Blockchain network will:
•
•

have entire history of all the transactions—the entire chain
have history of the smart contract, which is the address at which the smart
contract is deployed, along with the transactions associated with the smart
contract
• handle to the current state of the smart contract.
The goal of the miners on the Public Blockchain network will be to validate the blocks.
For each block of a transaction, miners will use their computational power and
resources to get the appropriate hash value by varying the nonce. The miners will vary
the nonce and pass it through a hashing algorithm—in the form of Coin, we call that
hash algorithm.
This produces a hash value that should be less than the predefined target as per the
proof-of-work consensus. If the hash value generated is less than the target value, then
the block is considered to be verified, and the miner gets rewarded.
When the proof of work is solved, the result will be broadcasted and shared with all
the other nodes to update their ledger. If other nodes accept the hashed block as valid,
then the block gets added to the main blockchain, and as a result, the miner receives a
reward. Plus the miner gets the transaction fees that have been generated for verifying
the block. All the transactions that are aggregated in the block—the cumulative
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transaction fees associated with all the transactions are also given as a reward to the
miner.
c) Gas
Just like we need fuel to run a car, we need gas to run applications on the Blockchain
network. To perform any transaction within the Blockchain network, a user has to make
a payment—shell out Coins—to get a transaction done, and the intermediary monetary
value is called gas. On the Blockchain network, gas is a unit that measures the
computational power required to run a smart contract or a transaction. So, if you have
to do a transaction that updates the blockchain, you would have to shell outgas, and
that gas costs Coins.
In that Public Blockchain, the transaction fees will be calculated using a formula. For
every transaction, there will be gas and its correlated gas price. The amount of gas
required to execute a transaction multiplied by the gas price equals the transaction
fees. “Gas limit” refers to the amount of gas used for the computation and the amount
of ether a user is required to pay for the gas.
4. Decentralized Applications (Dapps)
Let’s compare decentralized applications with traditional applications. When someone
logs in to Twitter or Facebook, for example, a web application gets displayed that is
rendered using HTML. The page will call an API to access your data (your information),
which is centrally hosted. It’s a simple process: your front end executes the backend
API, and the API goes and fetches your data from a centralized database.
If we transform this application into a decentralized application when you log in, the
same web application gets rendered, but it calls a smart contract-based API to fetch
the information from the blockchain network. So the API is replaced by a smart
contract interface, and the smart contract will bring the data from the blockchain
network, which is its backend.
That blockchain network is not a centralized database; it’s a decentralized network in
which the participants of the network (the miners) validate (verify) all the transactions
that are happening using the smart contract on the blockchain network. So any
transaction or action happening on a Facebook or Twitter-type application that has
now been transformed will be a decentralized transaction.
The Dapp will consist of a backing code that runs on a distributed peer-to-peer
network. It will be a software designed to work in the Public Blockchain network
without being controlled by a centralized system, as mentioned, and that is the primary
difference: it provides direct interaction between the end-users and the decentralized
application providers.
5. Decentralized Autonomous Organizations (DAOs)
A DAO is a digital organization that operates without hierarchical management; it
works in a decentralized and democratic fashion. So basically a DAO is an organization
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in which the decision-making is not in the hands of a centralized authority but
preferably in the hands of certain designated authorities or a group or designated
people as a part of an authority. It exists on a blockchain network, where it is governed
by the protocols embedded in a smart contract, and thereby, DAOs rely on smart
contracts for decision-making—or, we can say, decentralized voting systems—within
the organization. So before any organizational decision can be made, it has to go
through the voting system, which runs on a decentralized application.
Here’s how it will works People will add funds through the DAO because the DAO
requires funding in order to execute and make decisions. Based on that, each member
will be given a token that represents that person’s percentage of shares in the DAO.
Those tokens are used to vote in the DAO, and the proposal status will be decided
based on the maximum votes. Every decision within the organization will to go through
this voting process.

Security Protocol
While developing the Blockchain based application, the wallet and application security
is our prime concern. We use various hashing algorithms like Secure Salted Hashing
to hash the password. The various encryptions are used to protect the private keys of
the wallet users.
What is hashing?
Hashing is a method of cryptography that converts any form of data into a unique string
of text. Any piece of data can be hashed, no matter its size or type. In traditional
hashing, regardless of the data’s size, type, or length, the hash that any data produces
is always the same length. A hash is designed to act as a one-way function — you can
put data into a hashing algorithm and get a unique string, but if you come upon a new
hash, you cannot decipher the input data it represents. A unique piece of data will
always produce the same hash.

How does it work?
Hashing is a mathematical operation that is easy to perform, but extremely difficult to
reverse. (The difference between hashing and encryption is that encryption can be
reversed, or decrypted, using a specific key.) The most widely used hashing functions
are MD5, SHA1 and SHA-256. Some hashing processes are significantly harder to crack
than others. For example, SHA1 is easier to crack than bcrypt.
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Hashing in Cryptocurrencies
In cryptocurrency blockchains today, hashing is used to write new transactions,
timestamp them, and ultimately to add a reference to them in the previous block. When
a block of transactions is added to the blockchain, and consensus is reached among
operators of different nodes (validating that all of them have the right and true version
of the entire ledger), it is nearly impossible to reverse a transaction due to the
enormous computing power that would be required by anyone attempting to tamper
with the blockchain, and the one-way nature of the hashing. Hashing is therefore
crucial to maintain the cryptographic integrity of the blockchain.

CGB NFT Marketplace
We will come up with our world-class NFT Marketplace that will bring together collectors
and creators, allowing them to trade and exchange works as non-fungible tokens.

What is NFT?
NFT stands for non-fungible tokens.
In economics, a fungible asset is something with units that can be readily traded or
exchanged for one another, they are also equal in value like money -one dollar is always
worth another dollar; one Bitcoin is always equal to another Bitcoin.
However, non-fungible means it has unique properties so it cannot be interchanged
with something else. Each has a digital signature that makes it impossible for NFTs to
be exchanged for or equal to one another.
Basically, it is a smart contract that is put together using bits of open source code and
used to secure that digital item. Once the code is written, it is then minted, or
permanently published into a token (most commonly a token called an ERC 721) on a
blockchain, like Ethereum.
How does it work?
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NFTs are part of the Ethereum blockchain so they are individual tokens with extra
information stored in them. That extra information is the important part, which allows
them to take the form of art, music, video (and so on), in the form of JPGS, MP3s,
videos, GIFs and more. Because they hold value, they can be bought and sold just like
other types of art – and, like with physical art, the value is largely set by the market and
by demand.
NFT buyers also get exclusive ownership rights. It means NFTs can have only one
owner at a time. NFTs’ unique data makes it easy to verify their ownership and transfer
tokens between owners. The owner or creator can also store specific information
inside them. For instance, artists can sign their artwork by including their signature in
an NFT’s metadata.
NFT market cap from 2017-2020
NFTs where born with Crypto Kitties in 2017 and went mainstream in 2020. It is
certainly not news that people are crazily in love with cats, but such an obsession with
digital kittens may still be surprising to some. Since then, NFTs have seen explosive
growth with evolving technologically and have been earning a passionate user-base.

•
•

•

In 2017, the NFT industry market cap was measured at just over $30 million.
In 2018, the crypto winter hit the market and was notably a down year for the
blockchain industry. However, the NFT market cap rose by 33%, weighing in at
$40 million.
In 2019, the market cap continued on its path of growth. At the end of the year,
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it was at roughly $141.56 million.
• 2020 was the breakthrough - NFT transactions tripled, reaching more than
$338.04 million.
• Today’s entertainment, sports, art, esports, and gaming industries are buzzing
about NFTs. This includes musicians earning millions of dollars through releasing
their own NFTs, to professional athletes launching their own NFT companies
and sport clubs looking for opportunities to mint their own fan tokens.
The market cap of NFT shows a fast-moving development, growing nearly tenfold
between 2018 and 2020. NFTs have rapidly gained popularity among athletes, artists,
celebrities, and influencers as a way to digitize their brands or IP rights. Any fan, no
matter if they admire a music band, a football team, or Harry Potter books, loves to
collect merch and memorabilia, and won’t miss the chance to get to a Meet & Greet, a
concert, or a match (as soon as the pandemic is over). Thus, it’s only natural that
dedicated fans and collectors are so into NFTs. The new way of collection and fan
experience.
Tap into the $400 Million industry with Most Sophisticated NFT Platform
NFT Auction
Buy /Sell Function
Branding & Marketing Support
Protocol

Development Support
Collaboration & Association
Assistance
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Conclusion
We will come up with more potential platforms in near future in different industry
domains that will help the Global People. As we mentioned earlier fundamental and
core principles of CGB are Global Buy, Global Sell, Global Pay. All of our upcoming
potential platforms will create an opportunity for youth, small to medium
entrepreneurs, investors and businesses to enter into a new digital economy and to
contribute to the global economy.
The number of businesses accepting smart currency are quadrupling Markets are
agreeing to accept digital currency.
Early adopters of utilities and owner of this digital cash revolution are likely to reap
profits galore CGB fill the missing puzzle in the blockchain ecosystem.
While some people have already made their fortunes using blockchain and crypto
currency Blockchain is here to stay and the need for smart tokens will exponentially
multiply due to its smart utility in various smart services sector within the digital
economy.
There are industries being built around smart contract blockchain technology In USA,
today you can walk in to a Nissan Showroom and buy a Nissan Daytona using your
digital coin.
It won’t be long when you will be able to buy Tesla cars with Bitcoin More than many
local dealerships in USA are already selling luxury cars using bit coin Welcome to the
future The auto industry is transforming. And other industries will follow.

THANK YOU
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